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COURSE OUTLINE &
AGENDA

■ Course Outline
■ The Summer Academy

■ Background

The Summer Academy provides capacity
building for policy makers and representatives of
cultural and creative industries (CCIs). At the end
of the course participants will:

The past decades have seen the rapid emergence of the
creative economy. Cultural and creative industries (CCIs) are a
dynamic and resilient sector comprising a broad range of
activities, including cultural heritage, architecture, music, live
performance, publishing, the art market, arts and crafts
professions, television and radio, film and video, advertising,
design, fashion, video games, etc..

→ Acquire a deeper understanding of the sector, its needs and
dynamics;
→ Develop expertise in putting in place effective and
integrated strategies and policy frameworks to uncap the
full potential of CCIs as drivers for local economic growth,
job creation and inclusion.
The Summer Academy for CCIs started as a three-year project
in 2018-2020. The success of the project, and the constant
demand for capacity building activities from the sector, strongly
contributed to the decision to continue the project and organise
a fourth and a fifth edition. The fifth edition will take place
between the 18 and 21 September 2022 in digital format, and
will be followed by an onsite module from 26-28 September
2022.

These activities use creative skills, add value by applying
knowledge and often depend on intellectual property. In many
countries, CCIs have grown faster than the economy as a
whole. With their extensive knowledge base, CCIs generate
value far beyond the narrow economic output of the individual
sectors involved. They deliver a broad range of benefits
nationally and locally, including:
Generating economic growth, exports and employment;
Stimulating innovation;
Regenerating urban areas;
Promoting regions as destinations to visit, live, work and
invest in;

■ Objectives

Strengthening cultural identity and diversity;

The Summer Academy seeks to:

Supporting social cohesion and integration of marginalised
groups;

→ Stimulate sharing of knowledge and experience
between participants, experts and professionals from
several fields related to the CCIs.
→ Provide common interpretation tools that will be
applied to the analysis of participants’ case studies as well
as projects and local practices aimed at promoting CCIs’
and local development.

→ Analyse the process of culture-driven social-economic
innovation and the role of CCIs.
→ Foster networking and debate around relevant
case studies and good practices from the Trentino and Alto
Adige - Südtirol (Italy) region and across OECD.
→ Examine the CCI entrepreneurial process and
the importance of creativity and innovation.

→ Promote online and offline social networks
among participants in order to exchange knowledge,
practical experiences and work methodologies.
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Contributing to well-being.
Despite the considerable potential of CCIs, their contribution to
local development remains too often undervalued and
unrecognised. This is due to the often intangible impacts of
culture-led projects, the insufficient understanding of the ways
creative professionals and firms contribute to innovation across
the economy, as well as difficulties in measuring the economic
footprint of the sector.
To fill this gap, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) in cooperation with the Autonomous
Provinces of Trento (PAT) and Bolzano-Bozen (PAB) the
Trentino School of Management (tsm), and the European
Creative Business Network (ECBN) are organising a capacity
building Academy to create, develop and strengthen the
abilities of local authorities, communities and cultural and
creative professionals. This will enable them to confront
challenges and achieve goals, work collectively across
institutional lines and policy silos, share experiences and
develop synergies.
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■ 2022 Focus
The Arts, and the cultural and creative sectors
more broadly, bring significant economic and
social value and can help build resilience at the
individual and community level.
Over the past few years, the global pandemic, wars and the
climate emergency have put into sharp relief the capacity for
individuals and communities to adapt to rapid transformation.
There is growing evidence that engagement in the arts helps to
mitigate the effects of an adverse environment by, for example,
positively impacting well-being and health; influencing
childhood development; improving educational and
employment opportunities; enabling self-expression and
empowerment; and overcoming social isolation. Cultural
participation can also be effective in promoting more
environment-friendly attitudes and behaviours.
The fifth edition of SACCI will take a close look at how such
effects can lead to sustainable change in the way we live
together in cities and rural areas; how cultural organisations
and institutions are changing and reinventing themselves as
spaces for engendering citizenship, intercultural dialogue and
learning; and how technology and allied creative industries are
opening up new perspectives for a balanced transition to a
greener, fairer economy.
The three main themes of SACCI 22 are the following:
DAY 1. Coping with change: The role of culture in
reinforcing individual and collective wellbeing
Sessions during day one will focus on discussing research and
evidence of how engagement in arts activities, cultural events,
and creative production can have positive effects on the
physical and mental health and wellbeing of individuals. In
addition to high profile speakers, sessions will also feature best
practices – together with case studies by participants – showing
how cities that have put cultural wellbeing at the core of their
community development policies are making progress in
tackling social disadvantage while enabling better community
cohesion.
DAY 2. Empowering change: The role of culture and
cultural institutions as a catalyst for civic engagement and
action

DAY 3. Leveraging change: Culture as an
asset in city recovery and liveability, and as a tool for
equitable and caring economies and societies
The way urban amenities and public spaces are designed can
make a difference to the health and well-being of a community
regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, ability, or socio-economic
background. Creative and collective forms of heritage
adaptation and public space regeneration can help
communities to recover a sense of belonging, while at the same
time reigniting the local economy. Day three of SACCI will focus
on how in these challenging times cities and rural areas see
cultural planning as a tool for creating the conditions for
sustaining social and economic well-being.

■ Methodology
The Academy fosters a hands-on approach,
which introduces participants to the overall
conceptual and theoretical framework of culture
and creativity in local development and invites
them to engage proactively, and in creative ways,
with local organisations, institutions and places.
Substantial time during each day is reserved for
discussions to generate and exchange
knowledge.
The 2022 Academy will include webinars, interactive digital
sessions with key actors (online) and a complementary
(optional) study visit to Trentino, Italy (onsite), that is also open
to 2020-21 Summer Academy alumni who only participated
online. The Academy will allow participants to consider real-life
situations and to engage with practical challenges faced by
their organisations and institutions.
→

Each day, different aspects of the themes above will be
explored through debates, presentations and discussions
of case studies featuring speakers, professionals, and
practitioners working with these topics locally, nationally
or internationally.

→

Finally, a study visit in Trentino will offer participants
information about the way cultural and creative industries
are working on the ground and are promoted across this
province.

Environmental degradation and climate change, growing
structural inequalities, social divisions and a weakening of
public trust are just some of the challenges society is facing.
The institutions and systems we have built until now are
struggling to cope with the rapid transformations we are
witnessing. Alternative ways of collectively building a healthier
planet and more caring societies are needed. Sessions during
day two will focus on how cultural institutions and culture and
heritage-led initiatives can reimagine their role as a platform for
innovative forms of civic engagement and intercultural
dialogue, while at the same time opening new perspectives on
tackling issues of social and economic exclusion.
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■ Daily e-SACCI ONLINE agenda
structure

DAY 0. 18 Sept.
Meet the SACCI
group

14.30-17.30

Meet each other
session (1-hour
ice-breaker)

DAY 1. 19
Sept.
Coping with
change: The
role of culture
in reinforcing
individual and
collective
wellbeing

DAY 2. 20 Sept
DAY 3. 21 Sept.
Empowering change: Leveraging change:
The role of culture and Culture as an asset in
cultural institutions as city recovery and
a catalyst for civic
liveability, and as a
engagement and
tool for equitable and
action
caring economies and
societies

Discussion
with main
speaker

Discussion with main Discussion with main
speaker
speaker

Introduction to Introduction to good Introduction to good
good practices practices & discussion practices & discussion
& discussion
Break

Break

Break

Case studies Case studies plenary Case studies plenary
plenary
discussion
discussion
discussion
Wrap-up of the Wrap-up of the day
day

Wrap-up of the day
and conclusion.

■ Participants profile
The programme of the Summer Academy targets
national and international policy makers and
practitioners active in the promotion and support
of cultural and creative sectors at the local,
regional, national and international level, as well
as cultural and creative entrepreneurs.
Participants should be strongly committed to the development
of the cultural and creative sector. They should be public
institutions (national, regional, provincial or local governments,
development agencies, research centres, international
organizations), freelancers or currently work in private
companies and organisations (foundations, co-operatives,
NGOs, grassroots community organisations, non-profit entities,
etc.) or active in the field of CCI development.
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■ Working language
All sessions will be conducted in English.

■ Dates & online platform
The Summer Academy will take place between the 18-21
September 2022 in digital format through an online platform.
Connection is possible via computer, tablet or smartphone.
The Summer Academy onsite will take place between the 2628 September 2022 in Trentino, Italy, with Trento as the group's
first destination and base.

■ Fee, logistics and costs
There is no participation fee for the Summer Academy online.
Selected candidates will receive all material supporting the
course in digital format, instruction on the use of the online
platform and technical assistance on how to best organise their
participation.
A tuition fee of 100 EUR is foreseen for the Summer Academy
onsite. The organisers will cover transport and lunches during
the Summer Academy onsite, whereas travel to Trento and
accommodation costs will be borne by selected participants.

■ Contacts
OECD Trento Centre: cfetrento@oecd.org
TSM-Trentino School of Management: step@tsm.tn.it
Website: https://oe.cd/sacci
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■ Organisers and Partners
The OECD Trento Centre for Local Development is an integral part of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development) and its Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities (CFE). The OECD, whose mission is to promote better
policies for better lives, facilitates a dialog among governments by comparing policy experiences, seeking answers to common
problems, identifying good practices and working to co-ordinate domestic and international policies. The OECD LEED work on culture
and local development aims to provide evidence and guidance to cities and regions on ways to maximize the economic and social
value of cultural heritage and support the emergence of the creative economy. The Trento Centre uses a holistic “from data to practice”
approach to policies for sustainable development to offer local policy analysis, advice and capacity building activities for improved
policy implementation for people, firms and places. www.trento.oecd.org.
Tsm - Trentino School of Management is a consortium composed of the Autonomous Province of Trento, the University of Trento
and the Region of Trentino Alto Adige-Südtirol. tsm is committed to both training and applied research in the public and private sectors,
with a particular focus on the Trentino economy. The core activity of tsm is to provide training courses to public sector stakeholders
and main actors (i.e. the Autonomous Province of Trento) and related organisations and companies. By creating a growth-friendly
environment, tsm supports a development vision based on life-long learning principles. At the local level, tsm stands out as an integral
part of a system improving skills in the public administration, and a reference point for training and research in the Autonomous
Province of Trento. www.tsm.tn.it.
The European Creative Business Network (ECBN) is a unique not-for-profit foundation initiated by the European Capital of Culture
RUHR.2010 and established in 2011 as a Dutch Stichting in Rotterdam. Its founding members were the Creative Factory Rotterdam,
Creative England, Creative Industry Košice and the European Centre for Creative Economy. Given the diversity of cultural expressions
as well as of cultural and creative markets across Europe, ECBN works – on purposes indirectly and decentralized – by supporting
leading agencies, funders and intermediaries on local, regional and/or national level. ECBN is “supporting the supporters” of creative
business with the following actions: i) policy initiatives and advocacy; ii) research on spill-over effects of cultural creative sectors; ii)
know-how exchange; iv) member exchange & collaboration; v) funding support; and vi) business opportunities in cross-innovation. At
the Summer Academy, ECBN will focus on know-how transfer of best practice policies and on spill-over effects of CCI into the wider
economy and society. http://ecbnetwork.eu
Department of Italian Culture (Youth Policies Unit) – Autonomous Province of Bolzano-Bozen is a public organisation that
strongly believes in culture-based social innovation projects. Culture plays a huge role in shaping urban morphology and human
relations. The Youth policies Unit implements skills of young people willing to improve the territory with new entrepreneurial projects
related to culture and creativity. These sectors are considered decisive not just for youth leisure time but also for empowering young
people with professional skills and creating the best job opportunities. Many of these projects have been recently implemented in the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano-Bozen. Beside that the youth policies unit manages together with organizations of the territory the
restoration and revitalization of an historical building in the city of Bolzano (DRIN) dedicated to CCI development and to nest new
cultural and creative projects in line with the spirit of the New European Bauhaus recently launched by the European Commission.
www.provincia.bz.it.
The Department for Cultural Activities of the Autonomous Province of Trento is responsible for the museum and entertainment
system, basic musical education, cultural associations and libraries. It also coordinates the initiatives and cultural events directly
organised by the Autonomous Province of Trento and carries out studies and research in the field of cultural activities, acting as
Provincial Observatory of cultural activities. The Department supports the initiatives proposed by young artists, individually and
collectively, also through the provision of spaces and structures, the new professions and entrepreneurship in the cultural field and
provides training fur cultural operators. www.provincia.tn.it
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■ SACCI Online Agenda
Meet the SACCI Group

Sunday
18 Sept. 2022

Moderator: Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator
Live only

Preparation work required

14.30-15.30

Introduction to the SACCI and quick icebreaking session to get to know
each other

Coping with change: The role of
culture in reinforcing individual and
collective wellbeing

Monday
19 Sept. 2022

THEME

Moderator: Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator
Sessions during day one will focus on discussing research and evidence of how engagement in arts activities, cultural
events, and creative production can have positive effects on the physical and mental health and wellbeing of
individuals. In addition to high profile speakers, sessions will also feature good practices – together with case studies
by participants – showing how cities and territories that have put cultural wellbeing at the core of their community
development policies are making progress in tackling social disadvantage while enabling better community cohesion.

Live only

14.30-14.40

Preparation work required

Welcome
Alessandra Proto, Head, OECD Trento Centre for Local Development
Gianluca Cepollaro, Deputy Director, tsm-Trentino School of Management

14.40-14.50

Overview of e-SACCI agenda and introduction to the day
Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator

14.50-15.30

The Wonderworks method: How art boosts optimism, creativity, and
courage
Discussion with Sarah Lagrotteria, Creative Director of Just Bloom School, United
States (cofounded with Angus Fletcher)
Angus Fletcher and Sarah Lagrotteria are educators and optimists who believe in the
power of what they call StoryThinking to infuse the world with more creativity, innovation,
joy, and emotional resilience. Angus, a member of OSU’s Project Narrative, is the author
of Wonderworks: The 25 Most Powerful Inventions in the History of Literature and Creative
Thinking: A Field Guide to Building Your Strategic Core. Together, they operate Just Bloom
School where they pioneer a narrative theory of creativity to train businesses and improve
elementary school education. https://www.justbloomschool.com/
Participants are requested to watch the recorded video presentation available from 7
September.
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15.30-16.20

Good practice presentations & discussion
The benefits of culture for early years (Italy)
Giorgio Tamburlini, Paediatrician & President, Centre for Child Health and
Development, Trieste, Italy
Giorgio Tamburlini is paediatrician with a PhD in developmental paediatrics. He acts as an
expert consultant for UN agencies (WHO, UNICEF and World Bank) on maternal and child
health policies. He currently leads an NGO (Centro per la Salute del Bambino) focused on
early childhood development programmes and advises the Italian Ministry of Labour and
Social Policies on the development of child welfare policies. In his contribution, Tamburlini
will focus on practices, such as parent-child book reading and the short- and long-term
benefits
this
can
bring
to
children
and
parents
alike.
https://www.natiperleggere.it/; http://www.natiperlamusica.org/ & https://nurturingcare.org/
The arts as part of recovery: When statutory healthcare, community and
service users meet (Denmark)
Birgit Bundesen, psychiatrist and founder of the Danish Centre for Arts and Mental
Health in Copenhagen, Denmark
Since 2018 the Association for Arts and Mental Health (based at Amager Psychiatric
Hospital) has been delivering creative writing to groups of service users in recovery from
mental illness. In her talk Birgit Bundesen will describe the work of the association, and
discuss the preliminary results of effect studies of arts interventions, as well as considering
the implications of the work for the design of future services for people with mental health
issues. https://ckms.dk/

16.20-16.30

16.30-17.20

Break

Discussion of participants’ case studies
Case studies will be made available online to all participants before the start of the Summer Academy.
Furthermore, in advance of starting, the SACCI Team will group case studies under each day’s topic, and
select the key elements of each presentation to be discussed during a moderated plenary. We will not
discuss individual case studies, but case study presenters should be prepared to answer questions or offer
clarifications when the need arises. The case studies discussed on this day will be:

17.20-17.30

o

Suoni delle Dolomiti, Stefania Clemente

o

Seeing with hands: Museum accessibility in Rovereto, Ornella Dossi

o

Tarbut (“Culture”) Movement – A grassroots, bottom-up approach to cultural participation, Matan
Hakim

o

The Nona 911, Rosakebia Liliana Estela-Mendoza

o

Heritage Days: Historical monuments as triggers for contemporary cocreation, Ana Pedrosa

o

Exhibition as a tool to build impact to society, Pijarin Lertsaroj

o

Social and creative community, the creative industry and social innovation for the development of the
Mediterranean area, Monica Nagore-Santandreu

o

Fantasmeem – Goethe Institute Lebanon, Alexandra Resch

Wrap-up of the day
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Empowering change: The role of
culture and cultural institutions as a
catalyst for civic engagement and
change

Tuesday
20 Sept. 2022

THEME

Moderator: Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator
Environmental degradation and climate change, growing structural inequalities, social divisions and a weakening of
public trust are just some of the challenges society is facing. The institutions and systems we have built until now are
struggling to cope with the rapid transformations we are witnessing. Alternative ways of collectively building a healthier
planet and more caring societies are needed. Sessions during day two will focus on how cultural institutions and
culture and heritage-led initiatives can reimagine their role as a platform for innovative forms of civic engagement and
intercultural dialogue, while at the same time opening new perspectives on tackling issues of social and economic
exclusion.

Live only

14.30-14.40

Preparation work required

Overview of e-SACCI agenda and introduction to the day
Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator

14.40-15.20

The arts for cross-cutting public policy: A certificate program for cities
Discussion with Doris Sommer, director at Cultural Agents, a Harvard University
Initiative and an NGO www.culturalagents.org. She is professor of Latin American
Literature and African and African American Studies at Harvard, United States
Europe recovered from a devastating medieval plague thanks in great part to the
Renaissance, launched in Italy through collaborations among creative artists and practical
people in leadership roles. The “Arts and Policy Certificate” for cities, designed
by Renaissance Now (renaissancenow-cai.org), revives this transversal spirit by
expanding the skill set of today’s decision makers. Most decision makers -- trained in the
social sciences [economics, politics, sociology] - may have little exposure to arts and
humanities beyond an appreciation for entertainment and decoration. Or, they have not yet
connected arts with policy to generate economic and social advances. But this is precisely
the connection that fuelled the Renaissance. This human-centered approach promoted
transversal projects among artists, bankers, popes, and politicians. Renaissance Now makes good on the lesson
by recruiting city cabinets, rather than individuals, to address complex challenges.
Participants are requested to watch the recorded video presentation available from 7 September (PPT
slides here).

15.20-16.10

Good practice presentations & discussion
‘Giving them roots to give them wings’: How Leeds co-creates culture for
wellbeing (United Kingdom)
Kate Fellows, Head of Learning and Access at Leeds Museums and Galleries, United
Kingdom
Kate Fellows has worked with object-based learning in museums for 17 years for a range
of UK organisations from the National Trust to Harewood House ( a historic building in the
heart of Yorkshire) and the Imperial War Museum North, and is currently the Head of
Learning and Access for Leeds Museums and Galleries. In her presentation she will
introduce the Inclusive Growth strategy that Leeds City Council has adopted and how the
Leeds Museums and Galleries service has responded with uniquely innovative and creative
forms of engagement aimed at supporting the economic, social, and personal wellbeing of
the local community. https://museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.uk/
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We are all Barcelona: Building communities through the museum (Spain)
Joan Roca i Albert, trained as an urban geographer and has worked in the fields of
urban history, city planning and education. Director of the MUHBA (Barcelona
History Museum, Spain) since 2007
The Eix Patrimonial i Museístic del Besòs (Besòs River Heritage and Museum Trail) is both
a proximity and city project promoted by the MUHBA (Barcelona History Museum). The
trail – which is currently being developed in collaboration with the local communities,
workers organisations, university researchers together with the local authority – when
completed will be managed by the same stakeholders that are currently involved. Its aim
is to create a historical vision of the contemporary city, from the outskirts of Barcelona,
using four new heritage museum spaces in different neighbourhoods along the river
together with four other associated spaces. https://www.barcelona.cat/museuhistoria/en
16.10-16.25

16.25-17.20

Break

Case studies discussion
Case studies will be made available online to all participants before the start of the Summer Academy.
Furthermore, in advance of starting, the SACCI Team will group case studies under each day’s topic, and
select the key elements of each presentation to be discussed during a moderated plenary. We will not
discuss individual case studies, but case study presenters should be prepared to answer questions or offer
clarifications when the need arises. The case studies discussed on this day will be:

17.20-17.30

o

Messy haired and bearded, festival of equality, Tania Civitko

o

Kenya International Theatre Festival, Kevin Kahuro

o

Lanka.pro, Kateryna Kravchuk

o

EDNext: Building a more sustainable, equitable and inclusive European dance sector, Kathy Lawson

o

Musica FFWD-Cost Rica, Roberto Montero

o

PACC – Professional Alliance for Curators of Color, Judith Pineiro

o

Balleteatro Living on the edge: Strategic development in cultural structures – common challenges
from performing arts centres to creative business incubators, Fátima São Simão

o

LAIVin – Performing arts lab to empower teenagers, Alessandra Valerio

Wrap-up of the day
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Leveraging change: Culture as an
asset in city recovery and liveability,
and as a tool for equitable and caring
economies and societies

Wednesday
21 Sept. 2022

THEME

Moderator: Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator
The way urban amenities and public spaces are designed can make a difference to the health and well-being of a
community regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, ability, or socio-economic background. Creative and collective forms
of heritage adaptation and public space regeneration can help communities to recover a sense of belonging, while at
the same time reigniting the local economy. Day three of SACCI will focus on how in these challenging times cities
and locations see cultural planning as a tool for creating the conditions for sustaining social and economic well-being.

Live only

14.30-14.40

Preparation work required

Overview of e-SACCI agenda and introduction to the day
Lia Ghilardi, Founder of Noema Culture & Place Mapping and Summer Academy Facilitator

14.40-15.20

Bristol’s cultural renaissance: The work of Bristol Ideas
Andrew Kelly, founder of Bristol Cultural Development Partnership, United Kingdom
The city of Bristol has an outstanding track record of successfully mobilising its cultural
resources to improve the local community’s quality of life and prospects. Bristol Ideas –
formerly Bristol Cultural Development Partnership – has been involved in and often
central to Bristol’s renewal since being established in 1993. Andrew Kelly, director 19932022, talks about cultural planning and Bristol, the projects he has led, worked on, and
influenced, and their results. https://www.bristolideas.co.uk/
Participants are requested to watch the recorded video presentation available from 7
September.

15.20-16.10

Good practice presentations & discussion
Cultural environment and identity: A cross-sectoral participatory project in
Vantaa (Finland)
Maiju Hautamaki, Project coordinator and museum curator, Vantaa City Museum,
Finland
Vantaa, the fourth biggest city in Finland by population, has a long history, but its cultural
identity is not very well defined and the city is perceived as an extension of the capital,
Helsinki. In 2018 the City Museum led on the creation of an innovative Cultural
Environment Programme by engaging 100 city officials and over 3,000 residents. She will
review the results of the programme, and highlight the importance of shared histories in
place and community making. https://www.vantaa.fi/en/
Mila: A timeless story, a team without borders (United States)
Cinzia Angelini, director and writer, United States
Cinzia Angelini, the Los Angeles based writer and director of Mila, is a writer, story artist
and director who has worked in animation for more than twenty-five years. She has worked
in 2D and 3D, as well as being a story artist for Warner Brothers, Sony Imageworks,
Duncan Studio, Disney Animation Studios, Dreamworks and Illumination Entertainment. A
regular Tedx speaker, she believes in the importance of using animation to bridge cultural
barriers, address conflicts, and engage young people in social issues.
https://milafilm.com/
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16.10-16.25

16.25-17.20

Break

Case studies discussion
Case studies will be made available online to all participants before the start of the Summer Academy.
Furthermore, in advance of starting, the SACCI Team will group case studies under each day’s topic, and
select the key elements of each presentation to be discussed during a moderated plenary. We will not
discuss individual case studies, but case study presenters should be prepared to answer questions or offer
clarifications when the need arises. The case studies discussed on this day will be:

17.20-17.30

o

Creative neighbourhoods, Magdalena Ayerra

o

Improving digitalization and creativity ecosystem in Kütahya, Utku Cil

o

Mapping Iraq’s creative economy: A national profile, strategy and impact assessment, Stephen
Highnell

o

Capacity building for holistic, sustainable and resilient heritage recovery of Mosul, Rohit Jigyasu

o

Cultural heritage as an asset for socio-economic development: protecting the World Heritage Site of
Petra, Jordan, Andrea Merli

o

Cantiere Futuro, Alessandra Morandi

o

Methodology is a story. A framework for cultural policy, Dària Hamajová & Ľudmila Dragulová

o

Parque Escultorico Pinamar, Barbara Russi

Closure of SACCI online 2022
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■ SACCI Onsite Agenda

Rovereto’s cultural hub

Monday
26 Sept. 2022

Meeting point: Trento train station, Piazza Dante 9, Trento
Moderator: Lia Ghilardi
08.45-09.45

Meetup at Trento train station and transfer to Rovereto by train

09.45-10.00

Short walk to reach Mart
Address: Corso Angelo, Corso Bettini, 43, Rovereto

10.00-13.00

Museum of modern and contemporary art of Trento and Rovereto

Futurism, Pop Art, Realism and great exhibitions: Mart in Rovereto is one of the most exciting museums in Italy.
Designed by Swiss architect Mario Botta, every year the Museum holds one large exhibition and several temporary
shows, as well as conducting education and learning activities. Designed to be a contemporary agora, the Mart is a
special museum in an exceptional context. Conceived more as a cultural hub than a traditional museum, its public
spaces provide a forum for a dialogue with the Civic Library, the Melotti Auditorium, the Zandonai Theatre, and the
Rovereto campus of the University of Trento. https://www.mart.tn.it/en
10.00-10.30

Presentation of the Mart: The role museums as places for civic engagement, and
inclusion
Ornella Dossi, Head of special projects MART Education Department

10.30-11.00

Visit to Mart’s education and learning facilities

11.00-13.00

Session of mindful seeing

13.00-14.15

Lunch
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14.15-14.30

14.30-16.30

Short walk to Oriente Occidente headquarters
Address: Corso Rosmini 58, Rovereto

Oriente Occidente Dance Festival

Oriente Occidente was founded in 1981. Its main activity has been the Dance Festival, a well-established event
and one of the most important Italian contemporary dance festivals. The name of the festival highlights the two
poles of an ideal path of exchange not only between cultures, but between languages of the contemporary dance
scene. The spirit of the association running the Festival has been to bring to Rovereto the influences of Eastern
artistic traditions and combine them with Western experimentation. With the establishment of CID — Centro
Internazionale della Danza — in 2003, the association added production, training and dissemination of dance
culture to the Festival. Today this is embodied in the Oriente Occidente Studio, a venue where dancers study and
improve their skills through workshops and masterclasses. Here companies find a place for artistic residencies,
where dance is a tool for building a sense of community. Since January 2022 Oriente Occidente is part of the
prestigious international network EDN - European Dancehouse Network that connects 48 dance houses in 28
European countries. https://issuu.com/festivalorienteoccidente; https://www.orienteoccidente.it/en

Presentation of the Festival and its evolution over the years
As well as developing more initiatives to include young people and the disabled, the Festival is de-seasonalising
its offer while reaching out to neighboring towns where they work on new projects in collaboration with local
stakeholders.

Anna Consolati, General Manager of Oriente Occidente Dance Festival

16.30-17.30

Urban walk in Rovereto: Urban regeneration and cultural activation of local
neighbourhoods

Micol Cossali, Councillor for Culture, Youth Creativity and Innovation, City of Rovereto
18.00-18.30

Train back to Trento
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Cultural engagement in Trento

Tuesday
27 Sept. 2022

Meeting point: OECD Trento Centre for Local Development, Vicolo San Marco 1, Trento
Moderator: Alessandra Proto, Head, OECD Trento Centre for Local Development

9.30-11.00

Poplar festival: The festival by, with and for university students

Poplar Festival was founded in 2017 by a group of students of the University of Trento who felt the urgency to take
part in the cultural growth of their host city. The festival, now in its 6th edition, benefits from the help of hundreds of
young volunteers who share the same dream of getting communities from all ages and walks of life to discover and
experience something new and unexpected. Underlying this shared vision is the deep conviction that it is only
through a constant willingness to engage with different ideas, experiences and languages that communities grow
and develop. However, to set such process in motion there was a need to find a common language, and Poplar
have found it in music and culture.  https://poplarfestival.it/

Presentation of Poplar Festival
Nahid Aliyari, Founder, Pop-lar Festival, Italy
11.00-11.30

11.30-13.00

Walk to Film Commission headquarters
Address: Via Giovanni Zanella 10/2, Trento

Film Commission

The Film Commission’s activities have intensified over the last 10 years both in Italy and Europe, enabling the audiovisual industry to involve people, institutions and places that previously had no contact with the sector. The visit to
the Trentino Film Commission will focus the debate on the cultural and economic effects that targeted public policies
can trigger. For example, when the film sector develops in a locality, it not only generates important impacts across
the board, but is in itself enriched by local relationships with more professionals entering the field, new talent, new
audiences, new stories and initiatives developing. An example of this is the case of Green Film: a local best practice
that has become a resource for the sector.  https://www.trentinofilmcommission.it/en/

Presentation of the Green Film case
Luca Ferrario, Vice President, Italian Film Commissions. Trentino Sviluppo ltd.
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13.00-14.30

Lunch

14.30-15.00

Short walk to San Martino quarter, Trento

15.00-17.30

The San Martino quarter: A case of bottom-up urban regeneration

The neighborhood of San Martino is just outside the historic centre of Trento. During the 1990s, it was not deemed
to be important enough to benefit from the overall regeneration the city carried out at the time. Drained of the
commercial and cultural offer it had previously enjoyed, the neighborhood begun to be perceived as isolated from
the rest of the otherwise bustling city centre. Over time, however, the sense of community — which is very much
the spirit that historically has driven this neighbourhood from the days when it was the city's river port- — supported
the establishment of a Festival called “Il fiume che non c'è” (The river that is not there). The festival was the trigger
for a bigger culture-based urban regeneration project which took a holistic approach to place making and which
involved finding creative solutions for vacant shops, forgotten courtyards and hidden parks. The process became a
good practice example of community reactivation which became possible thanks to the contribution of various public
and private local actors. The result is now visible in the stretch of the city that goes from Piazza Sanzio to the Predara
park (which we will visit). During our walk we will reflect on both the urban opportunities and the difficulties
encountered so far in this process of transformation, as well as the socio-cultural, and economic opportunities
provided to the local community. During our walk we will broaden our discussion to see if the San Martino approach
to regeneration (from within) could be transferred to other parts of the city. 
https://www.facebook.com/SanMartinoTrento

Presentation of the regeneration projects and tour of the neighbourhood
Elisabetta Bozzarelli, Councillor for Culture, City of Trento
Federico Zappini, Councillor, City of Trento & bookshop owner in Quartiere San Martino
18.00-19.00

Debriefing Aperitivo at La Bookique
Address: Via Torre D'Augusto 29, Trento
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How culture can transform places

Wednesday
28 Sept. 2022

Venue: Trento Social Theatre (Teatro Sociale Trento), via Paolo Oss-Mazzurana 19, Trento

THEME

Moderator: Alessandra Proto, Head, OECD Trento Centre for Local Development
Culture-led regeneration and development strategies can transform places. CCS not only provide economic benefits
(through local taxation, job creation, innovation and supply chains), and social benefits (e.g. improved wellbeing and
community cohesion) but also contribute to “place making” by making cities and regions more attractive to work and live,
encouraging inward investment, inward labour flows, higher productivity and increased tourism. Culture-led regeneration
and development policies focus on economic and social development of a city or region through promoting and enabling
cultural and creative activity.
Culture is increasingly used as a tool for regional development and regeneration. Local and regional governments
have been shifting their policies from the direct support of artists and artistic organisations, although these still remain
important, to policies that target the development of “cultural districts” or support the “creative milieu” of cities and
neighbourhoods. Cities and regions have also been integrating culture as part of regional development strategies, including
smart specialisation strategies, leveraging on the role of culture in addressing broader social economic challenges.

09.30-10.00

10.00-10.30

Registration

Institutional Opening / Welcome
Mirko Bisesti, Regional Minister for Education, University and Culture, Autonomous Province of Trento,
Italy
Elisabetta Bozzarelli, Councillor for Culture, City of Trento, Italy
Alessandra Proto, Head, OECD Trento Centre for Local Development

10.30-10.45

Culture can transform places: How?
Moderator: Ekaterina Travkina, Coordinator, Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development, OECD
Introduction by the moderator including highlights from the OECD report The Culture Fix:
Creative People, Places and Industries
National priorities for CCS in Italy
Erminia Sciacchitano, Senior Advisor, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of Culture, Italy

10.45-12.30

International perspectives
Integrating culture in regional smart specialisation strategies: Emilia Romagna, Italy
Francesca Imparato, International and Territorial Cooperation, Social Innovation Unit, ART-EmiliaRomagna, Italy
Designing and implementing comprehensive creative district policies: Basque Country, Spain
Josean Urdangarin Arrizabalaga, Cultural Promotion, Basque Government’s Department of Culture
and Language Policy, Spain and Cristina Ortega Nuere, Director, 3walks – Cultural Research, Training
and Knowledge Transfer, Spain
From city museum to citizen’s museum: MUHBA – Barcelona History Museum, Spain
Joan Roca i Albert, Director MUHBA, Barcelona, Spain
Aligning city planning and cultural policies: Malmö, Sweden
Finn Williams, City Architect of Malmö, Sweden
Creative transformation: Culture and creative economies as a driver for sustainable development
in the Alpine space
Jens Badura, Professor, Zurich University of the Arts and Research fellow, Zurich Centre for Creative
Economies (ZCCE), Switzerland
Debate

12.30-13.00

Going forward
Culture and creative industries: an asset for regional development?
Roberta Dall’Olio, Head of International and Territorial Cooperation, Social Innovation Unit, ART-EmiliaRomagna, Italy and President of the European Association of Development Agencies
Key takeaways
Pier Luigi Sacco, Senior Advisor to OECD on Culture

13.00-14.00
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Light buffet and Trento Social Theatre guided tour
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Culture changes lives! The transformative impacts of culture and
creativity for better societies
5th Summer Academy on Cultural and Creative Industries and Local Development
18-21 September 2022 | ONLINE
26-28 September 2022 | ONSITE (Trento, Italy)

INFORMATION
OECD Trento Centre: cfetrento@oecd.org
Tsm: step@tsm.tn.it

@OECD_local @tsmtnit @ECBNetwork #OECDCulture

OECD Trento Centre for Local Development
Vicolo San Marco 1, 38122 Trento, Italy
cfetrento@oecd.org | www.trento.oecd.org
This event is part of the OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities activities and supports the OECD
Local Employment and Economic Development (LEED) Programme of work.
The OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities provides comparative statistics, analysis and capacity
building for local and national actors to work together to unleash the potential of entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized
enterprises, promote inclusive and sustainable regions and cities, boost local job creation, and support sound tourism policies.
www.oecd.org/cfe
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